INTRODUCTION
============

The development of chromatin conformation capture (3C) provided us with the first *in situ* method for studying the three-dimensional (3D) organization of DNA at genomic loci of interest ([@gks1096-B1]). Since its invention, interest in the application and improvement of the 3C approach has been ever increasing. New derivative high-resolution, high-throughput methods that enable us to study DNA--DNA contacts at a much larger scale are rapidly being developed ([@gks1096-B2]). The number of available datasets employing the 4C ([@gks1096-B3],[@gks1096-B4]), 5C ([@gks1096-B5]), GCC ([@gks1096-B6]) and particularly the Hi-C ([@gks1096-B7],[@gks1096-B8]) and TCC ([@gks1096-B9]) approaches is steadily on the rise. In the past 2 years alone, researchers have obtained information on the global 3D organization of DNA in human lymphoblastoid cells ([@gks1096-B8; @gks1096-B9; @gks1096-B10]), the budding yeast ([@gks1096-B11],[@gks1096-B6]) and fission yeast ([@gks1096-B12]) nuclei, *Drosophila* embryonic cells ([@gks1096-B13]), and, most recently, *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@gks1096-B14]). These studies provide us with maps of DNA--DNA contacts, and accumulate evidence on both a local and a genome-wide scale that 3D genome architecture is highly non-random.

Typically, the analysis of DNA--DNA contact data is intrinsically linked to the individual experimental approach of each study, as is the case for the Hi-C-specific probabilistic background model of Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]). This powerful approach allows us to minimize experimental and computational biases, and to decide whether the observed contacts could have arisen from chance. Since their model is so tightly linked to Hi-C data, however, it is not easily transferrable to non-Hi-C-based approaches. To accommodate and to be able to integrate data from diverse existing and upcoming experimental approaches there is a need for a unifying framework that can be used to study DNA--DNA contact data in general, irrespective of the underlying data acquisition and normalization processes. Within this framework each dataset would undergo (i) an experimental approach *dependent* pre-processing, in which false-positive contacts are filtered; and (ii) experimental approach *independent* representation and analysis, which is based on the inherent 3D nature of the data ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Data normalization and filtering, complex network framework and topological network properties (**a**) Log2 contact enrichment of yeast inter-chromosomal DNA--DNA contact data ([@gks1096-B11]) before and after normalization using the probabilistic model of Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]). (**b**) Filtering of contacts. (**c**) The high-confidence map of filtered DNA--DNA contacts is represented as a complex network. (**d**) Randomized networks that maintain essential properties of the original. (**e**) A large number of random networks is generated using the procedure suggested in this study. (**f--h**) Topological analysis of the yeast inter-chromosomal segment contact network (SCN). Green denotes yeast SCN nodes, grey denotes random networks of the same size and degree sequence as the yeast SCN ('rewired networks', not to be confused with the randomization approach). (f) Degree distribution. (g) Average clustering coefficient distribution. (h) Average clustering coefficient distribution for mixed triangles (where two nodes are neighbours on the same chromosome).

Here we adapt the complex network framework, which has proven successful for many types of genomic data in systems biology ([@gks1096-B16; @gks1096-B17; @gks1096-B18; @gks1096-B19]) and offers a large number of existing analysis methods ([@gks1096-B19; @gks1096-B20; @gks1096-B21; @gks1096-B22]), to the study of DNA--DNA contact data. These methods can be used to study a number of important biological questions regarding the 3D arrangement of DNA in a network context: for instance, is it possible to identify enriched patterns such as cliques or motifs in these networks ([@gks1096-B23; @gks1096-B24; @gks1096-B25]), and what is their biological relevance? Or can we identify subnetworks with a specific local functional enrichment?

We demonstrate the framework on a recently published Hi-C dataset for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ([@gks1096-B11]) by investigating the following questions: (i) How can we apply existing methods for Hi-C data normalization to construct a high-confidence network of DNA--DNA contacts?; (ii) Which topological properties characterize the resulting network of contacts?; (iii) Can we design a network randomization procedure to obtain an unbiased 'null-model' network that mimics the 3D behaviour of the underlying data?; and (iv) How can the null-model network be used in statistical enrichment tests, and how does the method compare to existing approaches? Specifically, we choose the assessment of contact enrichment between genomic loci as one particular example of application for our approach: we exploit several a large-scale datasets, including 136 reported meiotic recombination hotspots ([@gks1096-B26]) and the experimentally verified binding sites of over 200 chromatin regulatory proteins ([@gks1096-B27]), to investigate colocalization between the corresponding genomic loci.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* inter-chromosomal DNA SCN
----------------------------------------------------

To construct the yeast inter-chromosomal DNA segment-contact network (SCN), we first generated a filtered list of DNA--DNA contacts from the inter-chromosomal HindIII libraries of a recently published Hi-C experiment in *S. cerevisiae* ([@gks1096-B11]). We use a *q*-value-based method described in the [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) of Duan *et al.* ([@gks1096-B11]) to filter unspecific contacts, with the important difference that we do not assume uniform contact probabilities of all DNA segments. Instead, we applied the procedure described in Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]) to obtain contact probabilities for each fragment-pair that take into account known biases of Hi-C experiments (see [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)).

*S. cerevisiae* inter-chromosomal GCN
-------------------------------------

We obtained coordinates of open reading frames (ORFs) and transposable-element genes from the SGD ([@gks1096-B28]). These genes form the set of nodes in the yeast gene--gene contact network (GCN). A gene is assigned to the DNA segment that contains the largest part of its ORF, ensuring a unique segment assignment for each gene. Genes inherit the contacts of their 'parent' segments, i.e. every gene--gene combination of an interacting segment pair will be a new edge in the GCN.

Random contact data, artificial SCNs and GCNs
---------------------------------------------

We generated 50 sets of random contact data in similar fashion to Witten and Noble ([@gks1096-B29]): 500 nodes were randomly distributed uniformly in a unit cube. Euclidean distances between all pairs of nodes were measured and edges drawn between nodes with a distance among the smallest 2% of all distances, leading to an average node degree of 10. For each of these 50 artificial SCNs 1000 corresponding random networks were generated according to the protocol described below (Network randomization procedure) and in [Figure 5](#gks1096-F5){ref-type="fig"}. Networks are intentionally kept small to decrease to computational workload of randomization. For simulations of larger networks please refer to the [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1), and [Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1). From these 50 artificial SCNs we generated corresponding artificial GCNs by randomly assigning 1--3 'genes' to each node and splitting nodes into their constituent genes as described above.

Clustering coefficient
----------------------

Here we use the definition of clustering coefficient of a node provided by Soffer and Vasquez ([@gks1096-B30]). The Soffer--Vasquez clustering coefficient explicitly considers joint degree constraints, i.e. it directly takes i account the degree of neighbouring nodes when calculating the clustering coefficient of individual nodes: it calculates the clustering coefficient of a node as the number of triangles formed with its neighbours divided by the maximum possible number of triangles given the neighbours degree sequence. This is important in the network randomization procedure (see below), as global transitivities might otherwise not be attainable with traditional clustering measures in rewired networks due to degree constraints ([@gks1096-B31]). We formulate the clustering coefficient for 'mixed triangles', which we define as a triplet of nodes *s*, *t*, *u* where *u* and *s* are direct 'chromosomal neighbours', i.e. they lie within *c* base-pairs (here *c* = 2500 bp) of each other on the same chromosome, and the edges (*u*, *t*) and (*s*, *t*) exist. For details see [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1).

Network randomization procedure
-------------------------------

We designed a custom randomization procedure for DNA--DNA contact networks, which is based on work by Bansal *et al.* ([@gks1096-B31]) and explained in [Figure 5](#gks1096-F5){ref-type="fig"}. For the exact details of the algorithm, please refer to the [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1).

Randomization approach for colocalization assessment
----------------------------------------------------

The basics of the randomization approach for colocalization assessment are explained schematically in [Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}, more detail can be found in the [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1). Figure 2.Colocalization assessment in DNA--DNA contact networks. (**a**) Colocalization assessment using our randomization approach, in direct comparison to the resampling approach ([Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). Green nodes are the nodes investigated for colocalization. Rectangular nodes correspond to the nodes investigated in each of the random null-models. (**b**) Colocalization assessment tests for 250 random sets of 100 nodes in each of 50 artificial SCNs (Materials and Methods section). Grey (background): rewired random networks (no correction of clustering), excess of low *P*-values (arrow). Green (foreground): randomization approach. (**c**, **d**) Boxplots of node degrees in the above-mentioned sets binned by colocalization *P*-value for the resampling approach (light-grey) and the randomization approach (green), respectively. *P*-values obtained by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Outliers have been omitted for clarity. (**e**) Boxplots showing that the degree of nodes in the SCN is dependent on the corresponding segment-lengths. Segments have been binned according to their degree into four categories, where 0 is unconnected, while low, med and high are formed by the first, second + third and fourth quartile of nodes, respectively. *P*-value calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (**f**) Schematic of colocalized nodes with low versus high degrees.

Randomly sampled node sets
--------------------------

Segment and gene sets were generated by sampling from the respective networks uniformly at random without replacement. For the yeast SCN, we generated 1000 sets of nodes consisting of 200 segments each; for the yeast GCN we generated 1000 sets of nodes consisting of 250 genes each; for each of the artificial SCNs we generated node sets of varying sizes (250 × 100 nodes, 250 × 150 nodes).

Meiotic recombination hotspot dataset
-------------------------------------

We obtained a dataset of 136 meiotic recombination hotspots and categorized subsets of hotspots into crossover (CO) and non-crossover (NCO) sites as described by the authors. Hotspots were mapped to DNA segments by their midpoint.

Gene and chromatin regulatory protein binding dataset
-----------------------------------------------------

We obtained microarray data of gene and chromatin regulatory protein binding to genes in the budding yeast genome from Venters *et al.* ([@gks1096-B27]). The data for each of the 202 proteins are divided into three groups, based on the location of the microarray probe: upstream activating sequence (UAS), transcription start site (TSS) and ORF. For each protein and group we construct a gene set that is bound by the protein at the corresponding position (UAS, TSS, ORF): binding is defined according to the false-discovery rate (FDR) cutoff provided by the authors. Note that data are not available for every protein at every microarray probe location, so that the size of each dataset for TSS, UAS and ORF can vary.

Correction for multiple testing
-------------------------------

Due to the size of the dataset and the lower limit of obtainable *P*-values (here 10^−3^), a strict multiple testing correction (such as the Bonferroni correction) might obscure some of the truly colocalized gene sets. Although the randomization process can be slow for large networks, the actual enrichment test is comparatively fast once the random networks have been obtained. Thus, the method lends itself well to a permutation-based *P*-value correction method ([@gks1096-B32]). To obtain the permutation-based *P*-value, the chromatin regulatory protein binding data are randomly shuffled among genes. The adjusted *P*-value is then the fraction of permuted datasets where the maximum SPI is larger than the original SPI of the investigated protein. A similar approach is very popular, for example, in eQTL studies ([@gks1096-B33]). Also see [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1).

RESULTS
=======

DNA--DNA contact data lend itself well to the representation as a complex network, where DNA loci form the network nodes, and 3D contacts between them are represented as edges ([@gks1096-B34],[@gks1096-B35]). As an example, we focus in this work on the inter-chromosomal DNA--DNA contacts in *S. cerevisiae*, whose compact, haploid genome allows for an unambiguous mapping of most Hi-C reads to each chromosome, and which has a large number of comprehensive, genome-wide datasets available, which can be studied in the context of DNA--DNA contacts. We only study inter-chromosomal contact data in *S. cerevisiae*, because the dependency of the intra-chromosomal contact probability of two DNA loci is hard to control for ([@gks1096-B11],[@gks1096-B13],[@gks1096-B15]). However, most of the introduced methodology can be applied to intra-chromosomal contacts with minor adaptations.

Building a DNA SCN that accounts for experimental biases
--------------------------------------------------------

The first part of the analysis of 3D genome architecture in a complex network framework is formed by the experimental approach dependent data acquisition and filtering to obtain a high-confidence list of DNA--DNA contacts. In the special case of Hi-C sequencing data ([@gks1096-B11]) the current standard for data normalization is provided by Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]). Their probabilistic method explicitly accounts for specific experimental and computational biases affecting contact probabilities between DNA segments, specifically GC content, length and computational mappability. Unspecific contacts are filtered according to both their probability of occurrence and frequency of observation ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}b and Materials and Methods section, details in [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1), [Supplementary Table ST1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). Filtering strictness has been chosen to maximize the network's information content while minimizing the influence of random contacts ([Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1), [Supplementary Table T2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). The filtered contact list is then converted into a DNA SCN, consisting of 44 720 edges (contacts) between 4454 nodes (DNA segments) ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}c).

Inter-chromosomal SCNs are defined by their connectivity and clustering behaviour
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To distinguish contacts in SCNs that have arisen by chance from biologically significant associations it is necessary to design a robust null-model that can be used in unbiased statistical comparisons. To this end it is important to understand the inherent structure of the original network. In other words, what are the topological properties that describe and define the yeast inter-chromosomal SCN?

The connectivity (degree) of nodes in the network ranges from unconnected to several hundred contacts, as evident from the network\'s degree distribution ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}f). The centromeric regions in yeast remain clustered during interphase. DNA segments that lie within this crowded environment have a higher likelihood of making contacts and, consequently, tend to be among the segments with the highest degree.

Perhaps the most important characteristic of DNA--DNA contact networks is their inherently strong clustering behaviour. Edges in SCNs describe dynamic spatial relationships, which we expect to see reflected in the general structure of the network. As an example consider three DNA segments *X*, *Y* and *Z*. If *X* is spatially close to both *Y* and *Z* it is very likely that *Y* and *Z* are also in close proximity. The corresponding nodes in the SCN form a triangle (schematic in [Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}g). The increased likelihood of contacts in the centromeric regions discussed above also leads to a higher occurrence of triangles in that region of space. Consequently, the average clustering coefficient increases for segments with a high degree in the yeast SCN ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}g and Materials and Methods section). The same 3D relationship holds for DNA segments that do not share an edge between them in the SCN, but lie within a short linear distance of each other on the same chromosome. Therefore, in 'mixed triangles', where two of the participating DNA segments are 'chromosomal neighbours' (schematic in [Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}h), we can observe the same clustering trend ([Figure 1](#gks1096-F1){ref-type="fig"}h and Materials and Methods section).

Custom randomization procedure for DNA--DNA contact networks maintains important 3D network properties
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Working with the right null-model is crucial for making biologically relevant interpretations of large amounts of data. A tried and tested approach to obtain a suitable null-model for statistical comparisons is that of network randomization, in which contacts between DNA segments are randomly reassigned ([@gks1096-B36]). The challenge for this type of approach lies in reproducing the original network's properties in the random network to avoid the introduction of artificial biases ([@gks1096-B24],[@gks1096-B37],[@gks1096-B38]).

Using the knowledge on topological properties of the yeast SCN gained in the previous section, we can design a null-model network that reproduces the original network's wide range of segment connectivities and inherently strong clustering behaviour. The most common randomization method, often called *rewiring*, is insufficient for DNA--DNA contact networks, as it disrupts the network's global clustering behaviour ([Figure 5](#gks1096-F5){ref-type="fig"}). We suggest a tailored *randomization approach*, which addresses this issue by first rewiring contacts in the network (Step 1), and then, unlike previous approaches, performing additional steps to correct the random network's long-range clustering behaviour (Step 2) and \[optionally\] increase the network\'s short-range clustering behaviour (including chromosomal neighbours; Step 3). This ensures well-shuffled random networks, which maintain both the degree distribution and the clustering behaviour of the original network ([Figure 5](#gks1096-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)).

Randomized SCNs can be used to assess DNA segment colocalization
----------------------------------------------------------------

We focus on one particular application for the generated null-model networks: the assessment of colocalization between genomic loci. In other words, which genomic features display a contact enrichment in the 3D genome? Currently, there are three main approaches used to assess contact enrichment: the *Hi-C background model* ([@gks1096-B15]), comparing observed contacts to expected contacts, the *resampling approach* ([@gks1096-B12],[@gks1096-B29]), comparing observed contact counts to contacts in randomly selected regions, and the *hypergeometric test* ([@gks1096-B11],[@gks1096-B39]), based on contingency tables of genomic contacts. The latter could previously shown to be heavily biased towards low *P*-values ([@gks1096-B29]). Here, we demonstrate that our *randomization approach* is well-suited for assessing the colocalization between genomic regions and can provide substantial advantages over the previously existing approaches (see [Table 1](#gks1096-T1){ref-type="table"} for summary). Table 1.Comparison of approaches for colocalization assessment in DNA--DNA contact dataFeature/PropertyKruse *et al.* (randomization approach)Yaffe and Tanay (Hi-C background model)Witten and Noble (resampling approach)Dai *et al.* (hypergeometric test)Quantification of colocalization✓✓✓◯Uniform *P*-values on random data✓NA✓✗Unaffected by experimental biases✓✓✗✗Experimental approach independent✓✗✓✗Widely applicable to other questions✓✗✗✗[^1]

[Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}a shows a comparison of our randomization approach to the resampling approach. In both methods, contact counts among DNA segments of interest are compared to contact counts in corresponding null-models. The approaches differ primarily in the choice of this null-model: the resampling approach maintains the original network's structure and contacts, but randomly selects a new set of segments from the network (re-labelling); the randomization approach keeps the segment set of interest identical, but shuffles the network contacts according to the above-described procedure. In each case, we can obtain a global measure of colocalization, here called the segment-proximity index (SPI), and a corresponding *P*-value from the comparison of observed to random contacts ([Supplementary Materials and Methods](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)).

To confirm the validity of the colocalization assessment using our randomization approach, we tested it on a large number of random segment sets in several artificially created contact networks \[*Materials and Methods* section, as previously described ([@gks1096-B29])\]. If the approach is valid, the distribution of *P*-values obtained from assessing colocalization on these artificial networks must be uniform. If the original network is merely rewired, we can observe a clear over-representation of low *P*-values on the random data ([Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}b, background histogram), demonstrating the importance of clustering in the network. In random networks that maintain the clustering behaviour of the original, this effect disappears ([Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}b, foreground histogram). The slight skew in the distribution towards high *P*-values is an effect of sample size, which can also be observed in the resampling approach ([Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1), [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). A more exhaustive evaluation of the effects of network size and sample size on the uniformity of *P*-values can be found in the [Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1).

The colocalization results on artificial networks and random segments in real-world yeast Hi-C data are in very good agreement with the enrichment test of Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]), demonstrating that our method is consistent with the contact enrichment in the Hi-C background model. It can reproduce results from experimental approach-specific analyses, while additionally providing *P*-values for the assessment of statistical significance ([Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figures S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). We also ensured independently that the approach using random networks accurately reflects colocalization of DNA segments. For each node in the artificial contact networks we selected its 100 closest neighbours in space and performed a colocalization assessment between them. All resulting *P*-values were very low (*P* \< 10^−3^).

The randomization-based colocalization assessment is not biased by node degree
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that the colocalization assessment using random networks produces uniform *P*-values, but why is it more accurate than the existing resampling approach? Since the resampling approach does not explicitly take into account the network\'s degree sequence when assessing colocalization, it will, on average, favour sets of nodes with high degrees. We demonstrate this effect by assessing the colocalization of a large number of random DNA segment sets in the yeast genome, and plotting the degrees of segments in each set in dependence of the resulting colocalization *P*-value ([Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}c, and Materials and Methods section). The random networks generated according to our protocol preserve the original network\'s degree distribution. In addition, the randomization approach never changes the set of investigated nodes in the entire process ([Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}a). Consequently, it does not suffer from the same degree bias ([Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}d).

Why is this degree bias problematic? While the probabilistic normalization approach developed by Yaffe and Tanay ([@gks1096-B15]) removes individual unspecific contacts on a pairwise basis, the total number of contacts (degree) made by a particular DNA segment can still be affected by these biases. For example, a long DNA segment can potentially occupy a larger nuclear volume, and thus make more contacts than a short one (shown in [Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}e). Stricter contact filtering cannot abolish this effect. To avoid these biases, the network's degree sequence has to be explicitly taken into account when testing for contact enrichment between DNA segments. In addition, we argue that degree-compensating approach is more likely to be able to discover interpretable patterns of contacts among colocalized nodes, since it is difficult to assign meaning to DNA segments with highly promiscuous contacts (example in [Figure 2](#gks1096-F2){ref-type="fig"}f). In yeast, this is especially crucial, since the degree of DNA segments in the centromeric region outweighs degrees of segments elsewhere in the genome.

Meiotic CO site association and confirmation of previous colocalization results
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We applied the randomization approach to various genome-wide datasets, investigating colocalization between genomic features of interest. First we verified results from previous analyses ([@gks1096-B11],[@gks1096-B29]) by confirming tRNA clustering and colocalization of early firing replication origins in *S. cerevisiae* ([Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figures S7](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). We then mapped a genome-wide, high-resolution dataset of meiotic recombination hotspots ([@gks1096-B26]) onto the yeast SCN to study the relationship between meiotic COs and 3D genome architecture. The data, which were obtained by studying the products of 56 yeast meiosis using a dense set of genetic markers, provides information on the locations of 136 meiotic recombination hotspots, 72 of which are enriched in COs, and 49 of which are enriched in NCO type recombination. We are unable to detect a significant colocalization between meiotic recombination sites, but show that the subset of CO sites is enriched in 3D contacts in the yeast nucleus ([Figure 3](#gks1096-F3){ref-type="fig"}a, randomization approach, SPI 1.48, respectively, *P* = 0.098). Figure 3.Colocalization assessment results of randomization approach in the yeast SCN and GCN. (**a**) Meiotic recombination hotspot contact enrichment. Figure shows the distribution of contact counts in the randomized networks in comparison to the contact count between recombination hotspots in the original network (violin plot = combined density- and boxplot), measured by the SPI. (**b**) ORF colocalization (**c**, **e**) *P*-value distribution from the colocalization assessment of 1000 gene subsets of 250 genes each. (c) Yeast SCN. Skew towards low *P*-values is clearly visible. (**d**) Schematic showing the SCN to GCN (gene contact network) conversion (e) Yeast GCN. Skew towards low *P*-values is no longer visible.

GCNs can resolve colocalization biases of gene subsets
------------------------------------------------------

Using the randomization approach, we find that ORFs in the yeast genome are significantly colocalized (SPI = 4.171, *P* \< 10^−3^, [Figure 3](#gks1096-F3){ref-type="fig"}b). In a network context this means that the randomized networks on average display fewer contacts among genes than the original network. This inherent colocalization of the full set of genes will bias colocalization assessments of gene subsets in the same direction. The extent of this bias is visible when we select random gene subsets in the yeast SCN and plot a histogram of their colocalization *P*-values ([Figure 3](#gks1096-F3){ref-type="fig"}c).

So how can we separate the effect of a global gene colocalization from the colocalization of gene subsets? A flexible solution is to break down individual DNA segments into their constituent nodes, rather than restricting the contact partners of individual DNA segments. The genes then form the nodes of the new network, which each inherit the connections to genes their parent segments make (Materials and Methods section, [Figure 3](#gks1096-F3){ref-type="fig"}d). In this manner, we can convert the original SCN to a GCN. Upon randomization the network\'s degree sequence, and with it the number of gene--gene contacts, will be preserved. The corresponding distribution of *P*-values of random gene subsets is now much more uniform ([Figure 3](#gks1096-F3){ref-type="fig"}e); we do not expect a completely uniform distribution, as we performed the calculations on the real-world yeast GCN. We also ensured that the GCN conversion still produces valid *P*-values in artificial networks ([Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1)). An analogous network conversion will have to be performed when analysing subsets of data that display a similar (or inverse) dependency as the set of genes.

Genes bound by the cohesin subunit IRR1p are significantly colocalized
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We apply the colocalization assessment using randomized yeast GCNs to a real-world example: can we identify colocalized sets of genes that are bound by a particular transcription or chromatin regulator? We exploit a large-scale dataset which documents the DNA binding of over 200 gene or chromatin regulatory proteins in yeast ([@gks1096-B27]) to study the colocalization of each protein's target genes. Analyses and permutation-based multiple testing corrections were performed separately for each dataset, which correspond to the approximate binding site of the protein, UAS, TSS and ORF ([Figure 4](#gks1096-F4){ref-type="fig"}a and Materials and Methods section). Figure 4.Cohesin subunit IRR1p colocalization (**a**) Cohesin binding sites at the UAS overlaid on a 3D representation of the budding yeast genome ([@gks1096-B11]). (**b**, **c**) Violinplots of SPIs for IRR1p-bound genes in random networks. SPI of original contact count indicated by rectangle and horizontal line. One plot for each of the three datasets (ORF, TSS and UAS). (**b**) SPIs of full dataset---note the broken axis between SPI 10 and 25. (**c**) SPIs of centromere-distal IRR1p-bound genes. Figure 5.Unbiased randomization procedure for DNA--DNA contact networks. Our randomization approach for DNA--DNA contact networks aims at maintaining the defining network properties of the original network, thereby creating an appropriate 'null-model' for comparison. The toy example illustrates the effects of each randomization step at the network and the DNA level (in a 2D representation). *Step 1*: This 'rewiring' part of the randomization procedure shuffles the contacts between DNA segments by selecting pairs of edges and swapping their targets. While this maintains the exact degrees of every node, the number of triangles is significantly reduced, essentially disrupting the strong clustering behaviour. Thus, no compact representation exists for the rewired network. *Step 2*: To correct the long-range clustering behaviour, triangles are introduced into the rewired network by an established Markov-chain procedure ([@gks1096-B31]), until the transitivity *T* (the ratio of observed triangles to possible triangles in the network) of the random network matches that of the original network *T*~orig~. *Step 3*: Since the number of 'mixed triangles' (where two of the participating nodes are not connected by an edge, but are neighbours on the same chromosome) is also decreased in the rewired networks, this step increases the corresponding mixed transitivity *T*′ until it matches the original mixed transitivity *T*′~orig~ in the same fashion as Step 2. Step 3 is optional, especially in colocalization assessment, because it will only have an effect if genes or DNA segments of interest are actually chromosomal neighbours. In Steps 2 and 3, the overall clustering behaviour is restored, however, individual nodes are allowed to vary in their clustering behaviour. See [Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) for comparison of rewired and fully randomized networks.

The results of the ORF and TSS datasets show only one protein with significantly colocalized target genes after *P*-value adjustment ([Figure 4](#gks1096-F4){ref-type="fig"}b): IRR1p (ORF: SPI = 29.23, *P* \< 10^−3^; TSS: SPI = 10.38, *P* \< 10^−3^). Contacts between IRR1p-bound genes in the UAS dataset are enriched, but not significantly (SPI = 3.55, *P* = 0.116). IRR1p is a subunit of the yeast cohesin complex (the only cohesin subunit examined in the dataset), known to be involved in mediating sister chromatid cohesion during cell division, but also implicated in DNA repair and gene regulation. Full colocalization results for all chromatin regulatory proteins can be found in the [Supplementary Datasets 1--3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1), a description of the file structure can be found in the [Supplementary Control Calculations](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1).

Since cohesin is known to display enriched binding in centromeric regions ([@gks1096-B40],[@gks1096-B41]), we investigated if the observed colocalization can be explained entirely by the known centromeric clustering in yeast. For each dataset, we split the cohesin binding sites on each chromosome into two groups of comparable size: centromere-proximal (within 100 kb from the centromere) and centromere-distal (example for UAS in [Figure 4](#gks1096-F4){ref-type="fig"}a). As expected, the SPI of centromere-proximal genes increases for the TSS and ORF datasets. Interestingly, the SPI of centromere-proximal IRR1p-bound genes in the UAS dataset is also strongly increased (SPI = 10.908, *P* \< 10^−3^). In the centromere-distal groups genes no longer display colocalization in the ORF and TSS datasets ([Figure 4](#gks1096-F4){ref-type="fig"}c, ORF: SPI = 0.825, *P* = 1.0; TSS: SPI = 3.021, *P* = 0.218). In contrast, the centromere-distal group of IRR1p-bound genes in the UAS dataset now displays significant colocalization (UAS: SPI = 7.024, *P* \< 10^−3^). A possible explanation for this observation is that target genes of IRR1p, which are bound at the UAS, are not globally colocalized, but form two or more relatively independent clusters of colocalized genes. The above results have been obtained by only performing Steps 1 and 2 in the randomization procedure ([Figure 5](#gks1096-F5){ref-type="fig"}), Step 3 has no significant influence.

DISCUSSION
==========

The study of genome-wide DNA--DNA contacts is starting to reveal the close relationship between the DNA\'s 3D architecture and diverse biological processes. However, the computational analysis of genome-wide DNA--DNA contact data is still in its early stages. Most of the currently available methods are specific to the experimental approach, or subject to various experimental and computational biases ([@gks1096-B15]). In this work, we presented a unifying, complex network framework for the computational and statistical analysis of DNA--DNA contact data that builds upon the experiment-specific normalization and filtering procedures, but provides a robust approach for their analysis independent of the experimental method used. The randomization approach we developed explicitly takes into account the inherent 3D structure of DNA--DNA contact data, allowing rigorous and unbiased statistical enrichment tests.

The colocalization assessment using the randomization approach confirmed the global colocalization of genes observed in other organisms ([@gks1096-B11],[@gks1096-B12],[@gks1096-B13],[@gks1096-B15]), as well as previous findings in *S. cerevisiae*, such as tRNA and replication origin clustering. The latter has been implicated in human cancer based on somatic copy-number alterations (SCNAs), where it was possible to predict a significant proportion of SCNAs using long-range DNA--DNA contacts and replication timing data alone ([@gks1096-B42]). In similar fashion, we show that meiotic CO sites have a tendency to colocalize genome-wide in the yeast nucleus. While we cannot show a significant colocalization, this is consistent with the finding that genomic areas with a strong 'intermingling' of DNA are associated with a higher frequency of double-strand breaks in these regions ([@gks1096-B43]). The 3D association of CO sites could therefore also be associated with SCNAs in cancer, as discussed by Fudenberg *et al.* ([@gks1096-B44]).

It has recently been shown that the higher-order genome organization in yeast can be accurately modelled by merely considering the physical tethering of heterochromatic regions to nuclear landmarks and volume exclusion as major driving forces of genomic organization ([@gks1096-B45]). This random encounter model satisfactorily explains many of the experimental observations made in the 3D *S. cerevisiae* nuclear architecture. These results suggest that genome organization works largely independently of biochemically mediated DNA--DNA interactions, and that the linear arrangement of DNA features on the chromosomes can serve to position them in 3D space. This notion is in good agreement with results from a previous study which demonstrates that transcription factor target genes tend to be encoded within the same area on one chromosome, effectively increasing their spatial proximity ([@gks1096-B21]).

In this context, the results obtained in this analysis on cohesin suggest that it could serve as global organizer that can tether DNA loci in a seemingly directed fashion. Evidence for this can be found in the strong contact enrichment of IRR1p-bound target genes, both at and away from the centromere. This alone is not sufficient to identify cohesin as a cause of the observed colocalization. There is, however, strong evidence on a local scale that cohesin mediates chromatin looping and tethering in different organisms ([@gks1096-B46]). This is supported by the structure of the cohesin complex itself, which forms a ring that, at least in theory, could entrap up to two strands of DNA simultaneously ([@gks1096-B47]), providing a mechanism of how the tethering could be achieved.

It is unclear why we observe differences in colocalization of cohesin-bound genes based on the location of the binding site. A straightforward assumption would be that the role of ORF- and, in part, TSS-bound cohesin lies primarily in mediating centromeric clustering, whereas UAS binding confers a different functionality, such as gene regulation ([@gks1096-B46]). It has been suggested, for example, that cohesin mediates both gene-enhancer and boundary-insulator contacts in humans ([@gks1096-B48]).

In summary, our complex network framework provides a versatile tool for enrichment analyses in DNA--DNA contact networks. With the steady increase in new experimental methods that accelerate the acquisition of genome-wide contact datasets in diverse organisms, cell types and conditions, we expect a complex network approach to become a central tool in the elucidation of nuclear architecture and its relationship to diverse biological processes.
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[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks1096/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables T1 and T2, Supplementary Figures 1--9, Supplementary Materials and Methods, Supplementary Control Calculations, Supplementary Datasets 1--3 and Supplementary References \[49, 50\].
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[^1]: Circle in the Dai *et al.* column signifies that colocalization is indirectly quantified by the *P*-value. 'NA' in the Yaffe and Tanay column signifies that the method does not produce *P*-values.
